Introduction.
This paper is concerned with a description of the weakly relatively compact subsets of the space of regular Borel measures on a compact Hausdorff space X. Several characterizations of such sets are known through the work of Pettis [6] , Grothendieck [4] , and Dieudonné [2] . We find a weak set of Boolean conditions on a family of open sets of X to insure that convergence of a sequence of measures on each member of the family implies weak convergence of the sequence. This result is then applied to the Boolean algebra of regular open sets of X to obtain a generalization to arbitrary compact Hausdorff spaces of a theorem of Grothendieck on Stonian spaces. W. G. Bade has remarked that Grothendieck's theorem is equivalent to a well-known lemma of R. S. Phillips concerning the equivalence of weak convergence and weak-star convergence in /*. Thus our generalization provides a new proof of Phillips' Lemma.
Preliminaries.
Let A be a compact Hausdorff space. Denote the Banach space of all real or complex-valued continuous functions on X by CiX), and denote the Banach space of all regular Borel measures on X by M(X). The dual space of C(X) is M(X), and iiaCM(X) then ||ju|| = \u\ (X), the total variation of a on X. The topology for MiX) of pointwise convergence on CiX) is called the weak star topology and is denoted by a(M(X), CiX)). The topology for MiX) of pointwise convergence on MiX)*, the dual of MiX), is called the weak topology and is denoted by o-(Af(X), MiX)*). From the
Eberlein-Smulian
Theorem we know that a subset K of MiX) is weakly relatively compact iff every sequence in K has a weakly converging subsequence. Also useful is the fact that MiX) is a weakly complete space. The classical necessary and sufficient condition for weak convergence of a bounded sequence {un\ in MiX) is that limB u"iE) exists for each Borel set EQX, [3, p. 308 (a) We call (B a weak converging class for A7(X) provided every sequence {ßn} in MiX) which converges for each member E of (B (i.e. \UniE)} is a convergent sequence) converges for the weak topology.
(b) We call (B a bounding class for MiX) provided every sequence {un} in MiX) which is bounded on each member E of (B (i.e. sup" |ju"(7i)| <»)
is such that its sequence of norms {||m»i||} is bounded.
Theorem 2 states that the family (8 of open sets of X is a weak converging class. Dieudonné also proved that it is a bounding class. Our first theorem gives a set of sufficient conditions on a family of open sets that it be both a weak converging class and a bounding class. We will apply our theorem to show that the regular open sets form a weak converging and a bounding class. Proof. Let ô>0 be given. We begin by choosing for each w an open set c72b37í2B such that i72nnCl(U¿1i 7Í2.+i) = 0. Property (4) allows us to pick for each « a set F2nC<& such that (7}2B)'3F2n3 U'2n.
Note that
By (5) there is some Gi£(B which interpolates the sequences; Gi has the properties that GiÇZ[j," l £2t+i and GiíMifLi E2i = 0.
If now p(Gi) < ô we are done. If v(G[) < 5/2 then, since G{ is compact and v is a regular measure, it follows from (4) that there is some FC<$> such that F3Gi' 3Ur=i E2i, and is such that ^(FnGi) <5/2. We would be done since Gi^HG« by (2) , and Gin773(j;ii Emi.
If neither v(G2)<S nor viGiP\G2)<b/2, then the above process may be repeated to get a G3£(B, G3QG2. If this process does not terminate we would be able to find a decreasing sequence {G"} in (B with the property that viGi) = b, viG{)^5/2; viG2)^b, viGinGi)^5/2;
• • • . However, the members of the sequence of sets G{, Gii\G2, G2C\Gi, • • ■ are pairwise disjoint. This would imply that the total variation of v is infinite, which is a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let {u"} be a sequence of regular Borel measures converging on each member of (B. To show that {juB} is a Cauchy sequence for the weak topology, it would suffice to show that {/xB-u"+Pn] converges to 0 in the weak topology for each sequence \pn\-Since {un(E)\ is convergent for each E£(B, it follows that {ip-n-Un+pJiE)} converges to 0 for each EC<$>-Hence, without loss of generality we may assume that {un} is a sequence of regular Borel measures converging to 0 on each EC'S, and prove that {pn} is weakly convergent to zero.
Assume to the contrary that {un} is not weakly convergent. Then by (4), regularity of the measures, and Theorem 1.1 it follows that there is a sequence \En} from 03 and a positive e such that Cl(U.yn F.) C\E" = 0 for each «, such that a subsequence of {/nB}, without loss of generality still called {u"}, satisfies |/uB(FB)| >e>0.
We now carry out an inductive process to obtain a subsequence {£ni} of {£n} such that {un} does not converge to zero on some EoC<$> such that Fo2Uili Eni. This will contradict the hypothesis that {pn} converges to zero on every member of (B.
We apply the lemma to the measure |jui| to get an infinite set of positive integers Ai and an EAlC<$> such that EAxC\Ei = 0 and EA^UneAi E" and | ¿ui| (Tía,) <e/3.
First set «o = l and pick niCAi so large that |/lí"(Ei)| <e/3 for all n ~ni. Next apply the lemma again along with property (2) to extract an infinite set of positive integers A2 from the set {^i/^all integerŝ «2} and obtain an EAiQEAv EAtC<&, such that EAl^(JneA, En, EAf\En, = 0, and \uni\(EA,)<e/3. Now pick «2>«i, niCAi, so large that |¿tB(Fi)| +|Mn(7¿nl)| <e/3 for all « ê n2. Continuing in this fashion we obtain a sequence of integers {«0, «1, «2, = 22»£E m(s) where ££2. We shall need the facts that CißS) is isometrically isomorphic to 5(5) and MißS) is isometrically isomorphic to baiS, 2). For a complete discussion of these facts see Dunford and Schwartz [3, p. 311-313].
Grothendieck's proof of Theorem 5 was based on the following result due to Phillips [7] . 
